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·ABS-TRACT r -- -' 
·. 
: A particular type of personnel scheduling,is concerned with the 
- -- - - ------------ - ~ --- - -- - -
' -
---- -- -- ------=-~-=- - .. -·-- --·- - --- ... -----~- ::--::-=---~----=--- ~- ~ --- -
--· 
assignment of employees where the number of job$ vary from period to 
period during/ the workday. In the past this class of sche~uling 
problems has been dealt with primarily by the use of Gantt chart .. ·'/ 
techniques. This method is largely a trial-and-error solution and 
. -
usually very time consuming. 
This_ paper presents a mathematical approach, namely the tranship-
\ . 
. " 
,. ment method, for use in problems· of this type. , The steps necessary to 
. --··" 
' . 




---------· _.. -·------ .-- -----·-·····---
• 
-·· 
transform the :scheq-µ1in·g ··.re_strictt~ __ ns to conform to the transhipment 
·requirements .a:re: s:hown tn ·detail, and tableau usage· is outitned . 
. ,
Two types of applicatio·ns ·( 1) scheduling without_ relief and . 
(2) scheduling with relief :_are explained, and problems of each types 
are demonstrated. The re:s.ults 
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·:! . I. INTRODUCTION / 
_ _J 
., · A large· number of organizations are confronted with the task of. 
. ' ~ 
.-. - , ... --··--------;:'-:7 . - ... 
------ --- ---· ----·---·-·-~---
-----~ -----··--- - --- --- ·----·---
determining overall-requirements and work-schedules for 
employees. One parti~ular type of manpo er scheduling occurs where 
the requirement for employees fluctuate·s. from one period of the work 
day to anoth·er. The occurrence of this type ~.ch~duling is most easily 
recognized in such ~ases as ·telephone operators, toll booth collectors, 
-surveillance tours, exhibit workers, and restaurant ,and cafeteria 
empl9yees. · However, these examples given do not preclude the existence 
of the problem in. many are·as where it is not recogn,ized. For instance, 
... 
many industrial~schedules for a given employee demand· are formulat'ed 
on peak load conditions during the work day. This is done in these 
cases since the idle time during low demand periods is utilized else-
where. This , however, might not be an · econotnical approach. 
Several published articles [2, 7~ 11, 1~, 15] illustrate the 
difficulty in solving a s'cheduling problem of this type' and point 
out that the basic approach- has been the use of Gantt charts . 
,,,) 




I - · "The scheduling of manpower in .such a manner requires 
, the preparation ef a Gantt-type ch.art· for each day, showing ! I the.working and idle time for every toll collector. Toll-
·J 





. in an ef art o prov1 e exact y_t e num er of co lectors 
· needed to give the optimum service each half-hour.of the 
~· . .. day. This is largely a trial-and-error problem, and prep- · .,, 







-;-!- -- .. -------c.=..c_-=c::._:=.=-=:.=..:.. .. -. :-----~. -::---------~-=-~----a-ration of s-uch schedules-may be ver -t'ime,;.;;ccYnsumin when -----=:----· ·-.J . ' . . '. . 
___________ _::_:_::_~~-c:==--· _:_.:..:.._· _.JL_--:--. ~:.....::..__-=--=~~==o.---=-=_=..::....::::...=.. ______ -::--==----~ 
- -the objective is to make· the schedule as efficient as 









.... __ . 
. j .-
----·· 
'• • ,·· ,.',·~•• ·, .. - - ' .. • 'H'"" •NC·,_,_..,..-._.,.__-~ -•· - ., •, · 
·- - . ,. --
. --- -L) 
- ---. 
-The above connnent results- from wc>rk by Edie [12] where he was 
~ 
-. ·: -· - - . '--, 
concerned- with ,scheduling .toll-collectors ~o _meet ·toll .:collect,ion 
-- . ~ 
•equirements at various locations for the New ~k Port AUth_()rity, 
The demands for· collectors W~re deriVed by a 1qu;;u~nalysis at .. ,, 
various bridges and tunnels in New York City. Once th~~emands were 
. . ~-
• 
I ., . 
. found , it showed that there were peaks and valleys in the re~eme:p.ts. 
A· definite· prolllem exis·ted in optimizing the schedule since a 1e~l 
',. 
____________ work force crea_ted idle time-- that __ could not be utilized due to 
;.., 
portation diffic-ulites. · As pre-viously pointed out, the Gantt 
schedule juggled until a feasible solution was ·"1ound. The efficiency 
' ; of the solution was computed_ by using the ratio of minimum toll callee-
tor requirements where no id le time existed to the actual number of 
toll collectors scheduled. 
Glieberman's Problem [15] dealt ,1th the scheduling of people at 
.• 
.. 
-IBM's World Fair Exhibit. The problem included the scheduling of 
skilled and non-skilled employees. The skilled w~re required to do 
_certain tasks, but when these tasks were not required, they were allowed 
~ 




P. M ~~- -aricf--t he- requirement for workers was basically a unimodal function 
with the peak occurring around the middle of the day. - From this inf or-
· ... ' 
mat ion an arbitrary d.ecision was made to use three shifts. Two basic 
- . 
__ shifts were _µsed. and the third o,Yerlapped the first _tw9,_·:~o meet the 
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.. ' .. 
.. 
,· 
for allowing relief and din1ier breifks. ·An integer··ttnear·program was· 
' t 
developed for only half of the day at a time using 15 minute intervals 
-in order that a 15 minute re.lief period would be allowable. When the 
-------------. ---------· 
.. / res t.rict.i ve and obj~ct-i ve equations. were formulated, ·there were at 
least 104 constraints· in 300 unknowns, which is more ·than presently 
available integer ·linear programming codes can hand le. Furthermore1 
.. I-
.. 
he found that 1 if ordinary linear progra!_ll11ling were used., the 1values of 
the so_lution variables were expected to be so small that a significant 
• 
I 
amount of error would be introduced by rounding to an integral solution. 
• ···t ' 




I The second approach taken by Glieberman wast~ subdivide the 
problem and deal with· each shift _separately. This method admittedlr 
- - r 
sub-optimized; however, a solution was attainable. Upon experimentation 
·•·1 
with the formulation, it was found that t·he frequency of spe.cifica,tion 
changes and _resulting lengthy computer runs made this method econom-
1' .. :···· 
i·cally unattractive. In fact, a
1 
.. :production run using this technique 
was. never made. 
..• ~fter examinlltto-t -of lhei two in~ihocls~ 1llentiolled above, Glieberman __ , : . 
-
was f6rccd to use the Gantt chart solution to this~ problem. By this 
method a feasible solution could be reached. Howeve,r~; the efficiency 
__ .,_ - ·-·-•-·.r .-· ,,.,, -- -












. more, an optima 1 solution. Was not certain unless- =fh-Efre--W8.S --no· 'idle ti-me 1·;-- -•.c,-. · --·-
--- - ----- - -
This type sche-duii:iig problem ls generally different in each case 
due to the p·eriod length, demand---in each period, shift length, length 
4 
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of work-.-day, and cost parameters-. .However,- if the problems are examined 
closely, the a-hove variables are found to exist i-n each· case. By 
recognizing this., the differences become similarities that link the 
' problems together and allow a general approach. 
Fro·m the analysis of the preceding discussion, i_t is evident that 
a mathematica·1 approach is highly desirable. It is to this-~oblem 
that the following discussion is directed • 
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II. STATEMENT OF THE 
- ( -~-. -----
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Consider __ a_. typical transit company scheduling p_roblem· where a . 
certain bus. route requires the number of buses during -tbe work day .as-=11'\,, --
~ 
shown in Figure_ 1, and each driver must work eight consecutive hours 
-------;-,'--,--- ----·---- -
-J}er day . 
.. ,, ..... .,, .. , .. ,.,. 3 n. -~-. 
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· From this information the indi~idual responsible for the -schedule 
would like answers to the following questions: 
· 1.,- What is the minimum.number of people required? 
2. Is the cost- minimiz~d? 
----~------·-----ii;-·- ,' 












·-·--- - -- --------~ 
task?~--. 
In answering the above three: questions, thi.s paper presents a 
new and mathematical approach to the problem. Where there is no relief 
-
1 
allowed in the schedule, as in the problem above, the ·algori thm·will: 
1 • Minimize the number of people • 
. ·--- - - - -- - ---
.. 
--·-··· .. ------- -- --- --··--· - -- . 




2 • Minimize the ···cost • 
;;;., 
;3. Give the scheduler a tr~nsportation type model that may be. 
>. 
solved by hand or computer. 
In the schedule where rel_ief is ,required, the algorithm will: 
1. Show the minimum people to meet the schedule without relief. 
~ ' 2. 
3. 
Show the exact period where idle time exists~ if any, and 
therefore allow its quick utilization for relief . 
Give the scheduler a transportation type model "fhat 
Q 
solved by hand or computer. 
4. Minimize the amount of judgment and experience required by 
the scheduler when the relief is added. 
" .. • .... ,"'"'' ' 
A mathematical model is developed and presented. The methods of 
solution ·arid_ interpretation are''.shown. 
,': I, ,, , 
' 1 -
____________ Tb_e _ fQ_l.lowing. as~JJmPU. on_s_Jtr~_ m~d~: abq_u t __ t_he -~s tem __ -J.!n~~ti;:,"s_t,ud_y: _ 
---
' l\ Deterministic demands" 
' 0 
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---- -. :-- -~~----... -. -.. -~-·---:::-·--··-------.· -~------- ~e- -employees - . may--s-ta-r-t--w-&Fk---a-t--.the--beg-i-nn-i-ng--o-f---any--perrod 
·except those that require him to work a shift shorter t-han 
-:.·. 
predetermined shift. 
4 .. , Shifts last.for a predetermined length of time. 
5 Demands must met. 
6. Homogeneou~ work force. 
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· In the deve·Iopment of a mathematic.al approach to the scheduling -
'. problem there must first be -a general schedule format that depicts 
any problem of this nature. _The following discussion- lays the founda-
tion for -this generalized format. 
"" 
_One assumption in, section II is ae;;. flu_ctuating demand for employees 
J during the day. These fluctuations occur from one period of the day 
-t to-another. The work day may be divided into n periods where there is 
' . 
.. a change between these periods. It should be pointed out that there ~ 
may be level requirements for several periods without affecting the 
fJ.·.,. __ soluti6n in any way. Figure 2 illustrates a typical work day divided 
--- - ------ ---
-id ed into n period~, it is possible to associate each period with the 
de·mand for that period_. ___ These demands are noted as R1 , R2 , R3 , <, . .. . ' R n 
.f --
P-· 
- a.nd .are . shown in Figure 2 . 
Now the work day is divided into the appropriate number of periods 
.-1 
a~ required ... }?y the fluctuating demands, and a- -d-emand is associated with 
each period. These demands must be satisfied in a manner as prescribed 
in the a~su mpt''lons: _ The employee must work a predetermined shift leng.:t_b, -
------·--- .. 
and he may start work at the beginning of any period as Ion~ as be-
ginning at that period does not require him to work a s·hort shift. 
The predetermineq~;;_h!_f_t __ _l~n_gth does not restrict the mode-1 to---e-n-e 
--
shift leng_th, 1-t only means that the user must decide on a shift length j ..... _" .,, ·I. 
. ----- -
------------------------
-~ -- - -----re=_,.-,.,_,,...,----. --
-
or a number of shift lengths that each employee might work before using 
the- model. Figure 2 presents an instance where only one shift length 
9 
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- - - -· -- --·-·· --~ 
.. 
i . ~ 
. . ' - .· ~· -·--~····-- ... _ -·· - -~ ·-· 
I ,. 
. ,, 
.. ~ .. 
. . 
· are~ three periods long. 
__ :!'_~~ suJ:?s~ripts associated With each X, Shift, are extremely import-
~ 
ant due t-G the large .number of permitted shifts in even a small problem . 
. 
· ~··· The notation ~t is used. The k indicates the period the. shift· begins, 
-r-· 
. '•· j' t,·-.. 
. and the t. signifie.s the beginning of the period following.--;that- pe-l!-:1:-·-\cJl::.lf----~--.-,~;:'--1°· 
in which .t·he shift ends. To illµstrate, a shift that begins in period 1 
and extends for 2 additional periods would be noted as x . 
1,4 
This type 
notation adds a fictitious last period, and it will. be shown later that 
it does not affect the solution. 




- -. . . . . ~ - - - - - -- ---- - --\.. 
X, 1 
I • 
X 6-- 9 
., 
• .. : 
r X 
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' l
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---:._ 
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• . .~ ·J . . 
' f--t . 
. .. L 
'· 
- : -~·: .::.. .... :-,.-·."!. 
i <- • c:_ ... ~><. ·:· • ---~----···----,:_;,'-.,: .• -.'~::·· •.••• ,, •• ---···--·--·c- -h•····-· '"""· · 







--.... -1v-;:~:---RESTRICTIVE-EQUATIONS-····~-~-~-=----=-· ~~~ 
~- .· -
---~ Upon examinatioh of the schedule format developed in section III, 
-
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the s·chedule in mathematical. notatidn ~ - Considering the assumpt-ion ~--.. -
.. C 
1 
that· the· demand for each period must be_ met, a slack variable, S ,- is 
I 
associated· with each period. Summing the variables in each period and 
setting them equal to or greater than. the demand, - the following equa-







x1 4 +x +x , 2,5 3,6 
x +x +x 2 5 3,6 4,7 , 
x +x +x 
3 , 6 l, 0 _ 4 J 7 5 ' 8 
x +x +x 
4 7 5,8 6,9 
' 













x +x +x ~R 5,8 6,9 7,10 7 
-------~-------·---- - - - '.. ----- ---·- --~, - rr-+.11·--------- ' 
x +x +x 
6,9 7,10 8,11 
-X +x +x 7,10 8,11 9,12 
... , 
' 
- X tx +X 
8 ;ll ~-12 10, 13 · 






- . ------.--. ---









. ' [ . ' _- f.. -. -. 
.. ·"'I . '·.:<:·_,-·: .. · : 
X +X 










. ·: ···.·:_.·_·,: .··, .. '.· .. 
_ ..... >' ,wi) 
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·----· .- -·. - _, ---· --- ,._.: .•. -~,·~---,.--.-.~- ___ ..., ___ . ----~-.- ... _- . -~-- _. ____ :·-·· ---
~ -
-- .. ' ' . :..___ . ·· .. ~ ' - ·-
-'~ . 
" 




. ·.-J . To rid the equations· of ·the inequalities, _the slack variable~-are added 
~ 
---- - -
and~ the following equa.tions then result: 
r 
. . 
-- - - - - - -- --- ~ - - -
1,4 
X +X · 
1,4 2,5 





- S -- R · 2 - ·2 .. 
- S R 
3 3 
..... S = R 
I - - -
I - . . i . .. ·- -- .. .f . 
I·.·.-·.-·_.· __ ._~_--_·_··. .. \ .. ·,;-:· . -·:: '. ··. 
·.'. I 
. - .. ·_. Y>-1 
-1~;-:;;:'.: 
. x· +x +x 









x +x +x 
3,6 4,7 5,8 
x +x +x 
----· -- -4- , 7 5 , 8 6 , 9 
x +x +x · 
5,8 6,9 7,10 
I ' - ''-~ • :•, 
x +x +x 
6,9 7,10 8,11 
V 
- -·----=· ·------·-.··----~- -··· ...... --·---·-·~~ ----~-· ·- ~ .-~ .... _· . '-~-.-. - _. __ ....;;::....._....c.....:..;:_:...._,_.:.:,_-.:.a:!~·-·--"--"--~~..:.:-::.e::·=·---;·,:_-:.... ____ ,.,,.-
X +x +X 
7 , 10 8 11 9 , 12' 
' 
\ 
x +x +x 
8 , 11 9 , 12 10 , 13 
" 
X +X 
.. i:,- 9, 12 · 10, 13 































~ S · - R 
._ --- __ l-2 12. 
This is now a complete system of equations for a problem where n is 
-equal -t,o 12, and the shift- length, L, is EfQual -to three peri s. 
-- The objec t~v-e,~f-unct ion _for the_ equat ipns i~- -· -----~----
- -~-
-- _-_ _) 
--~~----~-~------·~-~Z--~-C-
0
-,--·-----X-----·+--€ • -I • x--------o.·:,-~-e-,,--:----·--x-- _· -+ c~ • -·x -- +--c---------- x-------.~. 
- --- -- 1 , 4 14 2 , 5 2 5 3 , 6 3 6 4 , 7 . 4 7 5 , 8___ 58 
il"'>+c x +c x +c x +c x 
6,9 6 , 9 7,10 7,10 8,11 8,11 9,12 9,12 
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To give nomenclature- to any set of equations of this type ,p ~et. 
R be the demand during k, where k-= 1, 2, ... , n. Employees starting 
k 
.·work at the beginning_ of p~riod k, available for work during period·· 
_..::__ 
l'. 
k , k +. 1 , · k + _ 2 , • • • , k + L-1, ~nd relipquished at the beginning of 
period k + L are said to be available :for the inte·rval [k·, .t] where 
. -
- - ---- ---
., 
,, 
l'·-<· I .. 
1 · 
k--~-- . 
;-:,; .. · . .-·. 
--- ------ ---- -·--r ,--
. r ·:.- . 
1.::.:<,-.. -. ' 
(., . ·., 
( ... 
; - I 
t' ' I 
t. = k + L. x now represents the employees available for work durin-g - r --1 k,t 
- -., 
the interval [k, t J., 
.. . . ... . 
r . / . -~---.·· ~---, t; ~ 
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V. _ -- MODEL BACKGROUND .. ' 
.. - ~·~--.-- - - -·-
An application· for both the transhipment and tr:ansportation methods 
· is in __ ._the. area .. of assignment. problems , e..cg .. .,. optimal assignment of men ______________________ , ____ _ 
to·· machines. · These type problems appear purely combinatorial at -first 
glance, however, they may be fi tte·d into the two above named methods of 
- ,,.,.-,·~ 
solution. Upon formulation of a problem of this type, one might suspect ·· 
that there would be fractional assignment. However, one of the most 
.. _ 
-----1--------~+ ----d-------- :t _________ ----- -- --- ----- ·r--·-t'k-----~ ·t __________ lk -- ---- ----------- · ---- ----------------1···-------------------- --t,..--·------------- --t-----r ----------.,_.. s1~n1 1can ... a van ages o .,,is ec,,nique 1.s a ways uaving a eas" pone 
I 









integer valued optimal solution if the demands and receipts are integers. 
. ~- ~. 
If one associates the fluctuating demand as depicted in Figure 1 
with the knowledge that there is a need to minimize the number of fixed 
shifts that epiployees work, tne···-s-c·1reuuttng problem fits the combina-
torial aspects of the transportation formulation. The probl~m becomes 
one -of examining the number of ways _ that the demand for employees may 
·be met, and selecting the way that minimizes cost. While remembering 
both Glieberman 's problem [ 15] of rounding, __ to integral solutions and 
the property of always having an integral solution with the transporta-
tion method, the attractiveness of the transportation method is apparent. 
.. 
• . j • ~ 
Now that the type of mathematical approach has been decided upon, 
( 
": .. --.,-°''·'--"--,-~ --~the problem becomes one of developing a transportation type algorithm 
;-. 
that meets the needs of' the _scheduling problem. Recalling the type 
-~~-





























s ch ed u ling proble·m, an e~ploye..e 's time must be utilized for al_l_-~pe~r __ i_od_s _____ ~· 
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leads directly into the 
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the originating and terminating periods. This 
tran~hipment technique. 
----~ -·- ------ . 
·- \,• 
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· VI. TRANSHIPMENT FORMUIATION. 
The transhipment model [3 , 5, . 6, 16] is a generalized transportation 
______ ·-_m __ -_od ___ e_l ___ th t 11 h · · t th ID1 · t d · t · t th th 
_ _ a a QWS s 1pmens, .... roug 1n erme-1a e -po1n s ra-- er - .an 
dire·ctly from- source to sink. The development of a transhipment model, 
·---:~ 
. including slacks, fallows·. 
--- --- - --
- ,The tnarterial balance equations for- each point is given by: 
Gross supply - amount shipped in+ produced+ slack 
-~ - - - ----· --- -- --·-- -- Gross s~ppty·- amount Shipped out+ consumed+ slack 
• 
The following notations will be used to identify the components of 
the material balance equations: 
x . . - total quantity shipped from i to j, i ~ j 1J 
~=-=--=-·· .:.=-=--=-=-=--,-==-:.:....c...:.·~-c::_::-· ·· :..:::::--=-·-=;=;--=--=-·-=··--:...:__--"-----'=·-·-=-· __:::;-·--c-;'·-.....::...:· ''---'-"----=---fJ-<~--'----'-'-'-"-----:-;--------------
x .~ - gross supply at j
1 
- . ---~- - --· -
a * production at . - J • J 
.. 
b * consumption at . - J -• J 
1tl) 
... s. amount_ shipped from • to • without cost • 1 J , 1J ~ - -







Now the material balance equations are expressed algebraically with 
the slack included as a term of ~X . .• 1J Any time the cos·t of shipping • 1S 
0. 
--
zero, the variable is called s ... 
• 1J ' 
--
... I: . -* + a * X . . · = Xi j- J. J-J . -/; . 
-- 1 J 
j - 1, 2, .•.. ; n 
-------
--~--~----::---. 
, -- ---------.- -- ·- - --- ----------- -- ··- - . n 
, ·· 1 . - - - . - ~--~-, -- z -~ · " 
·,. i i-.J 
n 
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amount · shipped i-n. + -produced + slack = 
' ' 
ampunt shipped out+ consumed+ slack 
, .. •I 
or algebraicilly expressed as: 
. 
_I: * r + b x· + a X -
_ij j. jk i#j k~j 
-collecting. terms gives 
~ . X "k -
k#j J . 
X . . 
l:J - a.* - b-* J _· J, 
* . J 
• 
. (1, 2, n)·. J - - . • • , 
j - (1, 2, 
·• . .. ~. 
·n.·:): . ' .. 
. /'~ .. 
r 
This gives a complete transhipment matrix for n points. Figure 3 
It shouldoe n<ite-a that e·ach 
column includes only two non~zero coefficients, + 1 and - 1. This char-
acteristic fdent.ifies the· transhipment matrix. 
Thus far in the formulation, there has been no assumption about 
cost except between neighboring points. However, the assumption m1:1st 
---. -
- ! 
be made and is valid that the shipping cost between non-neighboring 
points is the sum of the costs .:Which iinks the points. - The basic 
------------~ 
· formulation of the transh'ipment model allows both backward and forward 
shipments, and in most cases the cost fer th~se shipments are the same. 
:· .. ·[.·'_ ' . 
In instances· where they are not, the formulation remains valid [3]. 
'" 
VI---=----~·-_ ~!~s_--~~!~!'1_.~!1 as the Standard., Transportation Tableau. --
_ ...... ···-. 
I ·,. 
__ ~ _____ .. Fr.om_ __ the _ _o_r_i_g-inal-mate.ri-al ba lanee- eq ua t_ i ans , tlje- r OW , and C o1 um.n _________ _ -- ----·-·-~·- ,1 o: 
equa tion"s are: 
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* ~ b * 1,' ~ -x + X -· -. ' jk • . . J JJ k~j 
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x , as each term. 
ij However, the restriction was made previously that . 0 
all backward shipments would- be at -zero cost, and where this occurs the 
real var.iable, x , is replaced by S ... 
ij 1J 
Figure~ shows a standard 
tableaq with real variables in the upper-right slde and slack ~ariables 
in the lower-left side, j=l, 2, 3, 4. This signifies that forward ship-
... ~ 
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At this point a transhipment variable must be added to the system 
.-, ---
I 
· to allow shipments .via interim points to the destination. In Figure 4 
-
tbe gross supply variable, x .. *, is shown along the left to ri_ght diag-
- JJ 
-
ona-1, and -the new -v-ariab1e is related to it in the fo_llowing-manner. 
\, ' 
Gross supply atpoint j= net tran~hipment · thr<;>ugh point j + produc-· · 
tion·-at point .-j, +- consumpti-on-~t point j -or alge-b-raical-I-y-. 
:;' * X jj X +.a*+ b -*-jj j j 
.....• ·~··· ...... . 
Now .the new variable x is introduced into the row- and column jj 
equations. 
Row 
- --- -· -- ---•~--~------~--···-- - c;r_. ·---------·-- • ' - -- ·-- ~-- -- - -~ -...... '-·----~----.~- ·-···- - .<I-· - • • • ,, ..... 
) 







b *]] + ~ X 
j k~. jk J 
\ . ', ... 
- -b * j 
·-
. 'I' 
·- ....... ,_i--'-,: 
------.- . 1 . 2 , .... 
- -~J.- . =- -.. ,. .i - -_, •· • .-.: ' n-
tot.al shipped f-rom j including slack - amount transhipped 
- net production at j 
Co1umn 
-[x + [a . * + b * J J + ~ . x. 
. _j j .J -j . i ~ j 1 j - -a* j 
L 
. ·Collecting terms 
.. t 
J. 1 ··, 2 - · ... , . -, .. -, . ·- .:,. n. 
---· ··-
~ X -- X 
i~j ij jj-
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total amou~:t ·~ihiii1iecf ··tcJ j inc-1uctI1ig s 1a-ck - amount. transhippeci- --·- . --··-- ( 
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The obje~t equation is: 
.-.. 
n n -J 
z = ~ I: c- . X . . 
. -
- i = l_ - j = I -- 1 J 1J .. 
_/. 
C = 0 for all j, and the. cost for the slack - 0 
.o. jj 
The transhipment variable,.x , ,sit appears in the equation. is jj 
.. 
This is not permissible in any transpor-
,. ·~ ~ tat-i-on model, for all variables must have a lower bound of, zero; hence, 
I) 
a new variable must b~ introduced here to change the sign of the tranship-
- [5]. ment variable. The new variable x sets both a lower and upper bound jj 
, .. 
If ttre ·· 1east cost sc>"lutfon·,·for a problem were the shipment of all 
-
. p~oducts through a single point, then the0 amount of production at that 
point would have to look as large as the total production. This criteria 
. r. 
r. i 
· l '. 
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introduces a need for a ficti tious._.s..:to.ck ___ pi.-le--at. each--pQint. This 
. -·1-t·, . ! --.:::,t: : .. :::·· ::, ~. ,,, 
· stockpile is as large as· the total consumption or production, and is 
-A-e.:v:x~p~rt.,::e~s::-c.s~eQldo:t-_ -bA-'\-Jy'-----~---------- -· ~ 
G (stockpl]e) - L a 
i 




- - -~-~~- -· -~-
The addition of this fictitious stockpile, G, does not affect the 
·•1r•.., I 
:objective. equ~tion. since the cost 'Of --ship_ping from a point _to itself is 
~- zer-o. The transhipment · variable is now redefined as: 
-----·--- -- --------· -~------ -- ---,--
-x .. ·=G-x .. 
JJ JJ--
~-·-----" " ' . - . 
-
The new st~~~pile v~:r~abl~-!~ G_,~i,-~ __ pow __ adde·d to both sides of the; 
defining equations to give: 




. ,.,. 1 r 
. L X . . - -· X + G 
- - ........ _:_,,.. __ ;_~-=--·=======a==.. -====. ==.m·==--~~~=---=-=~yn·~·-· ~ - .. ~ ti=_ - G . ·et- --h· * . -. j . 
I) 
. i 
.s; __ _ 
· .. _' 
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·~::. ., . --- ..:_ __ _ 
.or 
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·.- - l.'--.-~ 
" 
·-I X + X - G + a -jk . . 
-· 6· k~j JJ 
* • J 
·1 
_ _:__ ___ ~~--'----------___:_-'---~--c--_:_--'-~----a-----,----------
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for all j, and the 
l,; 
,;,;,,!,: 
cost for slack 
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VII. MATHEMA.TICAL FORMUlATION 
. . 
VII - a. Transformation of Restrictive Equations7 l 
,. 
In the. previous section ba~ically two things were done. The first-
was the dev~lopment of the transhipment characteristic matrix of detached-
. 
coefficients, - and the second was the development of the transhipment 
defining eq-uations where the backward shipmeQ.ts are considered to have 
~ 
'\'l 
zero cost .. - With these two things kept in conside·ration-, a method ·must 




-pr<?b~e~--~~~--bE:~t-~~ris tor~~d~_int_e> ___ !ll.e -~!~~shipme~t _J_q:r111u_i~tton. 
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general technique described in [19] is found to be appropriate. I", 
First write the equations as they. appeared in section IV. 
X 
-~~--,--c--····-··-f-;---4--~--------------- .. -·------~-- -·- __ .-_ .. - S R· . -----: ·--------- --: .·- ........ _-_ .. ··-- --------------·--------------~-~----·. --- . . ---· -- -· ·---------------i ------··1 -,.! 
" X +X +X 
1,4 2,5 3,6 
x +x +x 
·-.,: 
25(/3 6 47 
' ' , 
X +X +·X 
3 6 4 ·7_-_ ··5_._- -8 , . : ' . . ' . 
.. ,· -· 
-C-.x +x +x 4 __ ·7.- 5 8 - 6 9 . ' . .. ' . ' r,. . . ' 
. • J 
-.j 
. '·· .. ! 
,. 
- S - R 
2 2 
- S _ -- R 
3 3 








x5 8 +x +t - _- ·- - . - ·S ..:.. R 
·-- -=---,---=---s==-,~--~~-...,..,,.-- •• - ·------"~---· -~-- -·· l -- .. JJ., 9~·- 7.,-lfl,._ ---- ----- -- - -~-- -- --- --- ---~:.___ = ---1~--o ·--------+- -~-c - - -· 
/ 
!·_" 
x +x +x 
6,9 7-10 8,11 , 
+··· X +X . -· .X ..... 
-7 -, .LO .. 8, 11 . 9:,, 1? 
·-







- s-· =,R 
.s. 8 
... 
- ==---... ~------.----------- ~-· . 
·- s 
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x_· +x +x - -
8, 11 9, 12 10, 13 . 
X +X -9 , 12 _ 10 -, 13 
X 
10, 13 
- s 10 











Now if the first equatiqn is· left intact and each equation is 
-------···--- --- --- -- - ----- ---- --- ---- - ---~- --- ------ - ------ - ... . . ·-
then subtracted from the next, equation, the following system of equa-
• 
tions results: 
,.i; ,, _.; ,. 
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= R 7 
= lh 8 
=R 
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= It 10 
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At" tnis 'poin~ the equatiOQS1 coefficients. resemble_ closely the 
·characteristic transhipment matrix. However, tbe. last co.lumn of both 
tlie real and slack variables does not have a + 1 and - 1 i_n it. This 
must be corrected · fo_r: the two to be ~xact1y the same. · 
-If the last equation of the original system is .multiplied. by· a 
minus one, its value is not· changed. Now, .1 recal!_~ng that a redundant 
<>t.., 
e_quation may-be added to-~ system of equations.without changing the 
solution·, the equation is added to the revised system. The new system 





















Comparing Figure 3 with Figure 5, it is found that the matrix of 
detached coefficients has the same characteristics in both cases i.e., 
__ -----------~ -----------~ach c~-!~_1Tl11 has Of!JY_ fl. _ _:-~_l ___ an9 ___ _a ____ ± _____ l ...... ~----This .. n.ow . a11ows ___ t.he ___ _t_r.anshi-pme11t- . - --
.,! 
met hod to be used as a mode 1 for the scheduling problem under study. 
e 
' VII - b. Transhipm~nt Tableau for the Scheduling Model 
I-., \' 
In developing the transhipment defining equations, the stipulation 
was made that any backward shipment has zero cost. These variables are 
then called slack variaples. Referring to Figure 4, the lower left 
~ 
half· of the tableau has only stack variables. All of these slacks, 
exc~pt;, the diagonal irmnediately below the main left to right diagonal", 
.. , 
-
.n1ay b·e removed without changing the· solution. -pAn analysis of Figure 6 
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In Figure 6, it is e~sily seen that when each path has zero cost., 
flow along any portion of the paths 4 to 3 to 2 to 1 may replace any 
of the longer paths. This allows. all the paths to be removed except 
t_}J.e paths between adjacent ·-nod.es.. The. scheduling problem may now .be 
t·re.ated as a forward directed .net work, excepting the backward links 
. :mentioned above. 0 A pure forward di_rected network: only has variab.les 
- l 
in the upper right side of the tableau. 
The transformation .. of the restrictive· equations, and the above 
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L x~.-~--"kk + (k~n, k<(n+l) 
- G + R - R _ _,_,_ · ·, - -·-- -.-le- ~---·--n.:\""-
k (k-1) >o ' · 
o<m<k 
== G ; k = n + 1 . 
for.k = 1, 2, ... , 
. 
-
n · n + 1 , 
Row 
.-
- -- _'i, - ~ - _· 
l + X + S . ·_ kk k, (k-1) >o - G .; n<n 
- G + R k-1 ; k - n +· 1 
for k = 1, 2, ... , n, n + 1 
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-~--, o b.jec ti ve equation 
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z \ C X 
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··.-L L m,k m,k <J· 0 ) 
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m.-1 k=l \ 
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kk 
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,-~ In the preceding work, equations have been developed that define 
' the scheduling problem as -a hybrid transhipment model._ As in standard 
transportation problems, the defining equations represent a tableau. 
. .;., . 
• e 
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I t 
available 1i nks for shipments, and it· allows sdlutiori by the tools use.d [ 
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the·re are l4~eriods and the shift length is 3 .pe·riods. 
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VIII. NETWORK REIATIONSHIP 
--------'-------'---------- -------~-
I-n the development of the scheduling model, the scheduling problem ... 
' 
~: 
· has been transformed -into a transhipment problem. At this time it is 
- . 
. ' . 
. 
aci"antageou s to. show the ap.alogy between the two. 
The schedule with twelve periods is used fo.r i1lustrati-en. · In \ 
section VII the system of equations that resulted from tQe transformation 
consisted of thirteen equations; therefore a network having thirteen 
nodes is established. Figure 8 shows the nodes and the linking paths 
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people required in each period is treated as a change in the workforce · 
from one period to the next period·. The network, as shown in Figure 8, 
---- --------- ·------ -- --~-------
- - ----- ----- -- --
---·--- .-... ----·-- .. -· - - -----------
- --
consists of a node for each resirictive equation with one arc for each 
activity variable. Th-e netw~rk representation is~interpreted as· the 
amount of flow along, the arc [k, t]. · Ck, t. is the cost for the flow· .. 
Also, the slack, S, is the flow from node k to k-1 with a cost of zero. 
- ---~~-- ---·------ ··-·-·---· -
... 




"' represents the amount by which the f lJw out of the node -exceeds· the 
· total flow. into the node. W~ th the obs_ervatton that Rk -Rk-l may be 
;; 
h 





-·- "' - . ~ - . ,. - ~ - " .. - .- - - ' t, ': ,7 - • .~•: ~ .• ,- •·, ,• ,- r - - r •· . ~ --'- , ,. ..- · r ,. ~ r • • •' I<">;",-• 
"!': 
negative, ·thef network rep-resents a situation·where flows from. positive·· 
, 
l 
nodes-·salfsfy reqlifreirieiits -at negative nodes through the minimal cost 
·~ .. 
t-· / 
--·--- ·-·--------··--·---·----~ --- --- ' ·- ' ,- .. . - : . . . . - . ----
- j ~ 
~------ --- ----------------·---- -------- ---------------------
-----r."""".,... __ _ To further point out the analogy bet.ween the scheduling problem 
·""' .~ ·~~ .... ·~· and the -trans1tipment model, all nodes are considered _ _t_Q__be sources_~·~-
---~-~---- ----'-----'--------- - ------~--· 
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. ' 
the network with the fin.al node being the restrictive slnk. With the 
· · perioc;i and working to the beginning of the fifth' period are said to 
' 
r·-,,,., ........ 'l.,•, 
flow through arc x 1· 4 in Figure 8. With the ·zero cost ·path from node , 
.-··- "' ········• 
' .. four to node three., etc/, the employees, along arc X may fill .require-
• 
1,4 
ment for period two. Even though this is obviously true,. the model 
allows this mathematically and at minimum cost .. In regard to this 
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IX. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL· 





·-·--·-·------·-:::-:. _· ~·-· - - ·- - ·······---_··-~--------- --·-·· IX -- a. - General Approac~ 
... 
. . ' 




' .... are pointed o,ut. 
-I. , 
.. ~ _,.,: -· -1· 1,•, '' 
..- ·. 
1. ~Scheduling without relief 
~-, 
' -
2. Scheduling with relief 
"', 
--To show the methods of ap_proach a_!ld_ of Jnterpretation in applying the 
model, problems of each -type are used . 
... .., 
The application of the model to type one is illustrated by solving 
,. 
'· ·~ 
.. -twescheduli-n-g-pr~-blems: where relief·is not-'re-qui-;~d. 
.. ' 
--···---·-~·· ···------------;,-
1 The- solutions to 
the ·problems are developed and explained. A comparison between the 
Gantt chart solution and the mathematical model is discussed. 




-- -- -- --~ -- --·----------··-------~----·- - . 
----rhe second type 1, schedull.-ng with relief, is_ demonstrated by appJ.ying 
the model to an industrial application where the Gantt chart is pr~sently 























IX - b. Scheduling Without Relief 
The data for the first. problem under consideration is found in . I 
~Ei-lon [4]. The' problem is typical of a situation that might exist at r . 
·~. 
·a transit company. A bus route requires the following number of buses 
.--····---···-·--·- .. -~~----------~· --------~-----·-·-·---
:., ~ 




-------- --------------~-·----------··- -----· 
Time 
,,Buses 
. ----------·------------.,_____, .. ,·--· -- -· - --:---·--·-
6 A.M. - 8 A.M~ 20 ___ (_._ 
-- ---------,.,-· _....._ ________ ·. 
.M. 10 A.M. -·--30 
10 A.M. - 12 P.M. 20 
32 
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__ , ___ _ 
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12 A . M . - 2 P . M . 
. 2 P.M. - 4·P.M~ 
4·P.M. - __ 6P .. M. 
6 P .. M . - 8 P. M. 
- -·- - . -
8 P.M . 
- 10 P.M. 
10 P.M. - 12 P.M. 
12 P. M. - 2 A . M. 
2 A.M. - . 4 \A.M. 
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The drivers may start work at the beginning of ~hy 2 hour._period, and 
:-~ 
once at work, they must work 8 consecutive. hours. The cost is the same 
for eath driver and no premium is paid for.late shift work. 
' 
~he tableau for the problem may be formulated directly from the 
. - ··-·· 
data without referring to the defining equations. It is done using the· 
- ___ )_!_ 
following steps: 
1. There are twelve periods; he·nce. set up a tableau that is· 
13. X 13. 
2 .. Calculate G by using 
~ 
+ R ] 
k 
J.J.= .- ' 
-, 
·-~-
· .. :.-· ·-
~---·-'\:; . 














3. The- sinks and sources are calculated as prescribed in section VII. 
Source 1 is R + G ,"' 2 through 12 are ft~_,, ___ R + G, --and 13 is 
- - --- ---------·-
--- - ______ __:______ _________ - ---
·1 1 -. -- --- _._. !{___ -- ___ k":"" 1. ...... -----------------=-~-- ---- ·-· -------- ----· - ---· -------~-----------:---·--- ------~- -- --- -~-~--- - ~--- - --- -- - -- - -····--· ------------------·- -·----------------------------
I i 
-G. Sinkil; 1 through 12 are G, and 13 is- G + R
13
. Enter-these 







The transhipment variable x is allowed along :the main le:ft 
kk 
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diagonal i-mmediately belp.w t·he main left to right diagonal.· 
-~ 




\,. ; . 
i 
- .. -----·- -- -----·--·-- -- ---- - X .. .. ., 
' 
. . . . , 
9 ,13 
. 
7. · All other positions· in the tableau are inadmis.sable. 
Appendix 1 shows the solution tableau and the actual schedule for the 
problem. The cost coefficients are· the same for each real vari~.ble, ..., 
' therefore any feasible solution is also an optimum solution. 
-- ....,.........:....._ _________ . -----····----
•1 
I 
Appendix 1 shows that the minimum number of drivers is 66 with 
82 hours of idle time. To reach, this solution it took approximately 
10 minutes· using the mathematical model with hand calculations. The 
solution is also optimal with drivers and idle time minimized. 
The same problem was attempted by three graduate students using 
the Gantt chart method. Each obtained the solution in times varying 
.. 
fr_om 30 minutes to 1 hour. The trial and error method did produce 
the correct answer; however, the students had no way of knowing that 
1 .. ·,., 
their solution was optimum, and only stopped when there was·no apparent 
way to improve the solution. 
ft · ., The second example is basically the same problem except the f luc-
l"J 
tuations occur between one hour intervals and with more pronounced 
changes. Appendix 1 shows the-data,_tabl'eau, ·and final schedule for 
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-
The author at-tempted· a Gantt ~hart solution to this problem, and r · IJ i- . ~ --.,,_,' 
-------·-··------ --------------·---. _:....a-- . --·- . 
- ------- ----- - ---- - - - - -- ---- -··-·--...J'"----·-······-·-·-------··-··----·--·-··-·------ -
--------··--- --·.--
i..-: II ! ,·· 
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.·-,,_ -- - ·-· 
·did not. prove to be optimum.; however, this-was not. known until it was 
. . 
---------- --·---~-~---- -~ ------- ---- ----------- --
_ ... .-;, 
'. l 
' . 
. ,j.}t· -:· _. 
· compared to the results o·f the mathematical model. 
------~~-
lX-~- ('r: Scheduling With.Relie·f -
The data used·'' in thi-s analysis was obtained from a 1:·e1ephone ex-
. 
·change in· the New, England Telephone and Telegraph Company and exhibited 
as a case study- in [·7]. The Company presently forecasts the number 
of ealls_ requiring ·operators on .. a weekly basis. This foree'a-st is then, 
broken down into the number of operators reqµired for each 30 minute 
:t 









for operator assignments is made. Table 1 shows the shift lengths, num-
.; 
ber of ope:rators and hourly cost ··per shift, and total d.aily cost. 
The operator schedule is based upon a·Gantt chart method that has 
been developed Dver a pe.rio.d of years. The operator work schedule is 
formulated for any given week, ~nd until a drastic change in the over-
all work pattern takes place, the schedule for the I following weeks is . 
.i 
made by scheduling the changes between weeks. -
The scheduling is done by an employee with ·several years experience 
on the job, and with guide lines derived from h;is own experience and 
t --






-others that preceded him on the job. With this type scheduler performi~g ____________________ J 
,. 
the-job, the original schedule requir:es approximately 6 hours scheduling 
, 








'."I _ . The Gantt chart approach as utilized by the ~~lepho1:1_E:, comp_a_n!,, _ /_ _ _ __ , 
,_.., 'l 
. -... ····----"'· 
./_ ..... 1 -·-------~~----- ... .· 
.C\ •---:- • ------V--·- ., ____ ..... --···--H-OO~H·--. ·-·--·-·-·--·---, _,_,.,,., ___ ••• ---,-•-••OOH•h- •,->•·-----·---·----.. -----· • --~-~----~~-----·•••-•-•"""'"-''-•-• ··--·---.. ·-·-~----~---- ••--•••••-••''-••o•-----------~------------
--·-------··-----------------
p rod u c es restrictions· slightly_ different from_ those used in section VII 
-
- ·of this paper. These restrictions allow several basic cont·inuous shifts:, ·-· ,~ 
~~---___:-~---------- - .::, ' . . - . -------- ·-·-------··--··- ----·-·-·--·---·-----·-·····--·----·--···-·-·------------·-------·----------·- --·---· ---··--·•"·--- --------·----·-,·-·---·------------·--·-··-------- ._ 
------- ----------------------
--- ---------- . 
btJt due to the flexibility of tr1::~ employees, split ·shifts are allowed 
.. , 
which aid in reducing_ idle time. 
·1-.": 
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---------------_--------_---1~-c in other scb~duling envi·ronments. The final ·schedule that results from . 1 




• the Gantt chart. solution includes the required relief time for each ............... , ____ ··"·-·· f'. 
' -/c': 
,----··· 


















r' the optimum number of operators and necessary relief, both which require · · 
considerable time. 
The application of the mathematical model to this problem does 
- the following things: 
1. Attempts to develop a schedule which reduces daily opera.tor 
cost and requires no split shifts. 
2. Establishes a set of rules that aid in introducing required 
-------
·c__ relief into the schedule. 
· 3. Shows that the mathematical model is applicable where split 
shifts are allowed. 
To find a lower cost schedule using only continuous shifts in lieu 
of s.plit"Shift, two assumptions are made. 
1. · Employees are paid 105% of standard pay when the shift ends 
II ' 
after 7:00 P.M. but before 10:bo P.M. and 110% if the shift 
' 
·ends at 10:00 P.M. or later. 
2. The standard rate per hour is $1. 92. This rate is the amount 
- - - - - - J•· -- ·----- ·-· ·---- -- -- ----- -- -- - - - .. - - - -
now paid for regular day shift work. 
Using the above assumptions , · shi ft lengths·· of six~· six and one-half, 
. 
-----------Se-v-e-n, a-nd seven-and- one-half hours are introduceai-n--t-o----:-t--:.h-e-model. 
relief for the Elppropriate shift length. - The computation~ \V~:re done.~, .. , 
- t ..... , .. · ·· 1 
---------- --·-·--·-. . ..... .-,--· ---.. - ··- ..... _,,_ 




-~~+ .... ~ 
addressing. The iterations to optimum solution varied between 41 and 45. 
36 
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~-------'-----:-ro ...-=-n--=c=-=e~the schedu'ie without. relief is :-obtained for. each shift length, ! ·. 
·systematic steps ·may be devised- to rninimiz-e the length of time necessary 
to introduce relief into the· schedule. These steps are: 
1. Establish relief r~quirements for each operator. 
.• 
. 2. . Establish the time frame within which tne above may occur.· 
3. Examine the schedule to find which·periods have idle time. 
I 
4. ·If the idle time exists. in periods were relief may betaken, 
assign as much idle time to these ~s·possible. 
5. Assign additional employees to the_schedule to meet the remain-. . 
ing relief and lunch requirements. These assignnu;~nts are 
. ; 
made one· at a time unti,l the requirements are met •. 
i.,·, 
The above rules were used in.arriving at a final schedule for each 
0 
shift length. Appendix 2 illustrates the results of this method for 
reaching the final schedtile. 
Shifts o·f different lengths ar.e· introduced i.nto the model to test I .• 
. ~ \ 
i-ts sensitivity to :this variable and to seek the lowest cost. Graphs 




of shifts. The graphs, point out that the six and .. one-half hour sbif±-----~-~ ~-----~---
J) 
is the optimum shift. It requires one Illore employee than the seven 
-,-.. ···-·---·--·--····· .. ---- - - ---- - --
-·----··-··--·----····. - - - . ----
___ ,, __ ----- ·--- -·-··-··· ------·---··'"~--..-··--,--.- -, ·-·-
--· . ~---- ., . --·-- -- - •.· -.,. 
11our shift; however, the cost is lov.:er due to the differe·.1ce in paid 
•. idle time. 
.., 
1---------"--~-" ···· --·· --A-·-eompar-i-son-o-f- Tatrle.:: 1--arrcrT·able 2· snows that the cost of the 
' t 
; -. 
· . i ·pre sent Gant t_~~l~a_rJ: ____ ~_9=lut_iQn .. _i_s._ ___ $727_..25 whic.h- -is-~$-7-9.--56 higher--· than - --· --------··"···----------· .. ···--······· --~--•-'· ---~·-r·-- ·-.-. --.--:......---·--·--·-·-·-~•••••-••"--•·,•••·•--······-. • ; 
, .. -... 
t.he six and one-half }:lour transhipment solution~ As stated in the appli-
'.li)I,• ... '. 
---- -- -- - - -------- . 
- --- ---- ----- --
-·-- - ----·-· --- ·--·- .. . ··--···- ---- -- - -··. -- ..... 
- -- -- -- -- - -
- -- - - - -
· · · ··· · ·. ·_··-, --------·--c-ation ,.assumptions, the transhipment solutiQn is based on a $1. 92 cost 
I_' 






























-· . ·.~ ... _ .. - -··-· ---~-- --=::.··-. 
' 
--61--- -
ment solution has the advantage of continuous shifts. 
The final test of the transhipment tec~nique is the direct applica-
' 
tion of tl1e Gantt chart restrictions to the modEfl. Here,. multi-length 
sJfifts are a·11owed., and Table l· show·s these lengths~ Als·o, the exact 
· same costs which are used in the Gantt chart solution are introduced 
into- the transhipment model. Appendix 2 shows the tableau and· final 
. schedule for this solution. 
The results of this experiment a-re shown in table 2. Comparing 
them with the~:Gant't cl:,t;i.r.t. results in Table 1, it shows that the -number 
-·---
----· -------- - --------
of operators is· reduced by three, and the daily cost is reduced from 
$727.25 to $692.16. This reduction is attributed to an increase in 
the number of operator·s working an eight hour morning-afternoon shift, 
" and the deletion of all operator·s working six hour premium shifts. 
~~~-------~----~--- -- --- -
.- ,r 
•,,.,. 
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X. CONCLUSIONS 















__ ,_ _____ tool for scheduling ·problems of. the type under· study. - Since ·the mod~el 
is. transhipment in• nature, all the att:ribu-tes .of --the -t-ra-ns-pe-F-t-at-io-n,-------'-------~~c-.. ,,-,.~.cfl 
method are present. This makes implimentation of the model :relatively_ ~ 
easy by Jl!anual or computer methods. 
When the t~~hnique is applied to sche~uling problems where relief 
is ·not ieqtiired, it do~s without question·minimize the objective function. 
This is inherent in the te.chn-ique since the ori~~nal restrictive _equa-
tions are transformed to meet the transhipment requirements. This fact 
alone gives the model a decided advantage over.the Gantt chart.method, 
for in the Gantt solution an optimum is not recognized unless no idle 
" ----·-time is present or every possible combination is tried. 
In the · sche-dule requiring employee relief, the model gives only a 
basic schedule without re lief; however, this schedule is an optimum 
starting point. -The introduction of relief is then left to the discre-
,--~ 













tion of the scheduler. The idle time that exists is .innnediately dis-
pla_yed in the proper ·period, a.nd where app).~cabie, may be used to supply 
',[ I 
J 
-------------·--------------- ·· ·--···. --- · re lte·f-·f·o-r·--·the- ·employee1f. ·---The .. moae1·· ·allows· experirnenta tion··· with d i·f-
-
--v ferent .shift length to find the one most suitable for the demand distri-·· · 
'· bution under consideration. This was demonstra""tes;l. in section IX, ·and 
.,. 
·-~~-~-c~c,·--i~t- p·ro~d-··-to .. be quite va 1 uab le in finding the_ __ :1!1..!!1-! mu~---~!?~.! ~_ql1.1t_iQJ1!. _ ·--· ---~-----------·---·---~---. 
--- ·----····--·-·"·- .. ····-········----.. ······~- .. - ···-········-··--·- - ···-··-·-··-·-··-·"·---····---- ·-·---·-·--·-··- --·····-·--·----------------·------·--·-···- ... 
-·-···---·· . - - •· . . . • ' . ' i" -·-- ···-·-· ---- ........... . 
In using a Gantt· chart approach to this problem, . a scheduler must -
r 
... ---·--·-- ···- . - . - --- -- - - . . 
~~~-c-~~--~--a-r·ran·ge··-·and'' rea:rrarige ocfth· the. sli:ffts and . the reliefs unt:ft a su.i table 
I' 
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t··_., r,·; j •, 
l 
---------,~-- ---------~--------_:-. __ -___ . : ____ , - ~--!-1 
,, 
alo~g with relaxed·restrictions, reduce the scheduling- time as illustra-
"' ted by the. New England Telephone - and. Telegraph· Co. In contrast to this·; 
• f . - . the. scheduling model allows the introduction pf reli.ef at a point known 
to be optimum. With a known starting ·point, the systematic step.s out- -
lined in section IX may be used. to en·te~ t~e required reli~f. 
- __.. . 
The direct applicafi-o~- 'of the mode-1 to the exact restrictions used 
by the telephone company prov·ed highly successful·. The computations 
. 
--- --~~- -- . were done on an - IBM ___ 162<rcomputer with 102 fte't~atforis -to-. solution. -The_ 
----~.,---~--ec-Ao-ssrtt-and---nttntbe-r-·-of ern_ployees-·we·re reduced and the addition of relief 
was d_one in approximately 3 0 minutes. 
' 
The model proved to be clearly superior to the Gantt chart in both 
types of application.- However,- t}J.e manual introduction of relief into 
the schedule does require a minimum amount o_f judgment and experience 
by the scheduler. By using the systematic steps outlined in section ;IX, 
these factors are judged to be much l,ess than that· required by the Gantt 
chart method. 
·- . - ,• ··-. ,._,. ··-···-·-·--; .......... --~·--· -- " .. - -----··-··- .. : ......... · ... -~- -- ...... . 
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l .... Xl~ RECOMMENDATION-.FOR FURTHER STUDY ___ ,_· __ -~-·--- . 
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The problem under· consideration in this paper may be defined as 
~~h&=~non-steady -state c-ase. This definition- me-ans--- -t,ha-t- there is always- --~ --
.• l 
i' 
. ·-h~, ..... ,-~~:,.::,,;: .. ·.-.\•h,-.h~ 
, a- 1 beginning and ending ·restriction, !i.e., the\- first and last equations 
---~-------'-----'--~-~-~--~~~ 
'•· 
always have one rea1 variable. · 
There e·xists a _steady state,~ case whe-re each equation in. the system 
has the same number of real variablej. ·This problem arises where .an 
eJnployee begins work __ at any period during the day and the shi{t is 
allowed to extend into the following day. This situation is -best illus-
trated by an example. 
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Q r .. 
tions may be transform,ed to a state where· the matrix of detached co-' 
efficients closely res§mbles that of a. transhipment model. ~-However, a 






number of the columns, based on the number of real variables in each - : 
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I 
equation, contain more than one plus and minus one. 
--··- .•• I i 
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could be used in envir·onments where continuous work is required. The 
reader may find [17] to be of interest in regard to transformations of 
" 
linear pr_9grams to t_ransportation prdgrams. 
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i' TABLE 1 
RESULTS OF GANTT CHART.SOLUTION 
.. ,,,.··.·' 
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Length of Shift-Hrs. 




-- __ ,,________ ... -- -- ......... _____ .. __ , - . ---- . . 7 · 3 0 
------ .. ··- - _______ .. ____ ................. ·•: .... -· ---·-- ··--·· ____ ., 
·· No. of Hrs/ 
oper. Shif·t 
Idle . No. of 
Time oper. hrs. 
16 - 8 0 
sglit 15(s ift> -7 0 
2 7 . o· 
11. 6_· o:· . 
. -a..~·,·:;_~ 
2 8 ·o· 
-~ 
46 o· : -: . ~ . 
TABLE 2 








No ... of oper. Idle Time-Hrs. 
18 
53 3.25 

















Mu1 ti-Length 43 l 
"'""''":" .. 
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1.92 245 .-76 
. ' I 
2.27 238 .35 
2.27 .. 31. 78. 
2.64 174.24 
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APPENDIX l 
TABLEAU AND FINAL SCHEDULE 
f.or 
PROBLEMS WITHOUT RELIEF 
-------------------------------------. 
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DAILY I;>RIVER"REQUIREMENTS FOR PROBLEM 1 
Time 
·- ---- . - - --·- -· -- - -- ·---·---
_- __ -- -··· - . -~~ 
6:00 - 8:00 
8:00 -10:00 
10:00 -12:00-Noon 
12: 00 - 2: 00 
2: 00 - 4: 00. 
4:00_ - 6:00 
6:00 - 8:00 
8: 00 -10: 00 
10:00 -12 • 00 Midnight • 
12 • 00-- 2 • 00 • • 
2:00 - 4:00 
4: 00 - 6:00 
G .5[R-
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2:00 4:00 6:00 8:00 10:00 
FINAL SCHEDULE FOR PROBLEM 1 
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"DAILY DRIVER· REQU~~MENTS~ FOR PROBLEM ·2 
··, 
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11:00 - 12:00 Noon 
12: oo .. ··~ 1:00 
2:00 
2:00 - 3 :00 
3: 00 - 4:00 
4: 00 - , 5: 00 
5: 00 - 6:00 
6: 00 - 7:00 
-7: 00 - 8: 00 
8: 00 - 9: 00 
--- ---- _.._ ----------------
9: 00 - 10: 00 
10:00 - 11:00 
Drivers 
20 
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TABLEAU FOR PROBLEM 2 
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MTA, -TABLEAU AND FINAL SCHEDULE 
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SOLUTIONS TO TELEPHONE 
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. ___ --:_ ___ _ 
. DAILY OPERATOR REQ,UIRE~NTS 
.- Time 
6:30 - · 7: 00 
7: 00 - 7:30 ... :. '· .. : 
7:30 
- 8:00 ; 











10:30 - 11: 00 
11 : 00 - 11 : 3 0 







- 1 :30 
1: 30 - 2: 00 
2:·00 - 2:30 
I 
2: 30 - 3: 00 
3 :30 
--··-------· .. ··- --- ------- -
4:00 
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- --- -- ··--- --~ 
7:30 - 8:00 23 
s:oo·- 8:3,0 23 
8 : 3 0 - ---g : 00 · 19 
9: 00 - 9 :30 15 
9:.30 - 10·:00 13 
10:00 - 10:30 10 
10: 3 0 - 11: 00 6 
11 : oo - 11 : 3 o· 4 
11:30 - 12:00 Midnight 1 
G - • 5[R1 + l --- I R - R k k-1 
. \.· 
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I 
Note: There are always 2 operators that work fTom 11:00 P.M. until 
7: 00 A .M. There is enough idle time during their shifts for 
relief. r 
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